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Tin O’Notes
These tin boxes have a unique hammered gold fin-
ish.They contain an abundance of note paper,
approximately 200 sheets.The wood decorated tops
are also magnetic note holders.Youmay choose
from three designs.Tin measures 5"L x 35⁄8"W x
15⁄8"H.
AU36104 ABC Book ............................$8.50
AU36105 School House ........................$8.50
AU36118 Apple Tree .............................$8.50

Flag Tin O’Notes With Magnet
This beautifully illustrated tin comes with 75
sheets of coordinated note paper and match-
ing polystone magnet. Tin measures 5"L. Gift
boxed.
AU36113 ..............................................$8.50

Music Tin O’Notes
It is great fun to write a note with “back-
ground music”! Approx. 100 round cornered
sheets (faintly printed with exclusive music)
are housed in a hammered gold finish tin. The
piano memo clip is also a magnet. Tin meas-
ures 5"L x 35/8"W x 15/8"H. A delightful gift!
AU36106 ..............................................$8.50

Ruler Box
A handy desk top storage container with a sliding top.
Measures 4"L x 3"W x 11/2"H.
AU45207 ..........................................................$5.95

Apple Pointers
Solid wood dimensional apple with
a leather stem fitted to a heavy 3/8"
pointer with rubber tip.

AU18213
36"L Pointer...............$6.95

AU18215
18"L Pointer...............$5.95

Relaxable Apples
“Squeeze an apple a
day” to relieve stress
and muscle tension.
Apple measures 21/2".
Poly-bagged.
AU14508 ............$1.50

Decorated
Chalkboard
Colorfully decorated, useful
wall hanger. Measures 81/2"
x 61/2" overall. Slate meas-
ures 8" x 10".
AU31912 .................$6.98

Everything I Know About…Books
Beautifully bound with leather-like covers. This
book of 128 blank pages is ready for some serious
or humorous writing. Great for a gift. Approx. 51/2"
x 8".
AU30101 Teaching ................................$6.50
AU30102 Being An Administrator ..........$6.50
AU30103 Coaching ................................$6.50

Slate With
Dimensional Blocks
A genuine 5" x 7" framed
slate with decorated blocks
spelling “TEACHER”.
Miniature items embellish
the block. A useful gift.
Poly wrapped.
AU41104 ................$5.50

Music Motif Spin-A-Clip
A useful and attractive desk accessory.
Cleverly constructed to avail paper clips
(included) by rotating the magnetic drum.
Measures 4"D x 13/4"H. Boxed.
AU46103 ............................................$4.25

Chalkboard Erasers
Apple, ABC Heart and School House. Ideal for
personalizing with black enamel pen. These
exclusively designed thick felt erasers have a
sealed natural hardwood top with a decor
choice. Approx. 5"L x 2"W x 15/16"H.
AU18401 Apple .............................$5.95
AU18402 ABC Heart ....................$5.95
AU18406 School House ...............$5.95
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